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Generalized uniserial rings were introduced by Nakayama [9, IO] who 
showed that their modules are direct sums of uniserial submodules each of 
which is a homomorphic image of an ideal generated by a primitive idempotent. 
Nakayama also showed that, conversely, these are the only rings whose 
indecomposable finitely generated modules (both left and right) are homo- 
morphic images of ideals generated by primitive idempotents. The importance 
of generalized uniserial rings is clear from these results which inspired a lot 
of research on the subject. Nevertheless, it was more than two decades before 
the structure of a large class of these rings was known. This breakthrough 
was due to Murase [6-81 who proved that many generalized uniserial rings 
are algebras with bases which are closed under the multiplication, which he 
also specified. By contrast, the study of the larger class of left generalized 
uniserial rings has been neglected. For a guide to the literature on these 
topics the reader is referred to Eisenbud and Griffith [3]. 
In this paper left generalized uniserial (and hence generalized uniserial) 
rings are determined by representing them as rings of matrices over left 
uniserial rings and modules. Murase’s results are easy consequences of this 
representation which is obtained by deducing how the rings’ ideals fit 
together (a generalization of a result of Kupisch [5] about generalized uniserial 
rings) and then constructing all rings with such ideal lattices. The latter 
method is quite general and can be used to construct any Artinian ring whose 
ideals structure is sufficiently well known. The results proved do not form a 
complete characterization of the above rings since left uniserial (and even 
uniserial) rings are not completely known. The structure of these is intimately 
connected with sfields and it is, therefore, very difficult to obtain a good 
understanding of them. 
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The following conventions, terminology and notation are used throughout 
this paper. All exceptions to these are specifically mentioned so there are, 
hopefully, no ambiguities. All rings are left Artinian with identities and all 
modules are unital. Modules, ideals and module theoretic properties are left 
ones, but the adjective left is sometimes added for emphasis or to avoid 
possible doubt. A homomorphism between R-modules is an R-homomorphism. 
Homomorphisms are written on the right, except those between right 
modules which are written on the left. Composition of homomorphisms is 
indicated by juxtaposition; on the right for those written on the right and on 
the left for the others. The isomorphism symbol N is usually not subscripted 
but its meaning is always clear. The same symbol is also used, on a few 
occasions, to mean isomorphic as rings. The symbol @ means direct sum as 
modules. If M and N are R-modules then Hom,(M, N) and End,(M) denote, 
respectively, the group of R-homomorphisms from M to N and the ring of 
R-endomorphisms of M. If these have any extra structure then the same 
symbol is, nevertheless, used to denote the more sophisticated object. If there 
is no likelihood of confusion then the subscript R is usually omitted. 
DEFINITION. A module is uniserial if it has a unique composition series. 
The length d(M) of a uniserial module is the length of its composition series. 
A ring R is left uniserial if .R is uniserial. R is left generalized uniserial if RR 
is a direct sum of uniserial modules. R is (generalized) uniserial if it is both left 
and right (generalized) uniserial. 
Throughout the paper R is an indecomposable left generalized uniserial 
ring, and 
R = Re,, @ *.* @ Rei, @ *a. @ Reigti) @ ... @ Re,,,,(,) (1) 
is a decomposition of R into uniserial left ideals with the property that 
Reij N Rest if, and only if, i = s. For simplicity of notation the idempotent 
cdl will be denoted by ei . The reason for beginning the indexing of the ed at 0 
will become apparent later. The Wedderburn radical of R is denoted by IV 
and for any R module M the quotient module M/ WM is denoted by M. For 
proofs of the following well known facts, as well as for other elementary facts 
about Artinian rings, the reader is referred to [l] or [2]. Every simple 
R-module is isomorphic to an K . The composition series of Rei is Re, = 
Woei 2 Wei 2 a** 1 Wtei = 0, where t = d(Rei). If M is a uniserial 
R-module then eiM = M, for some ei , hence M is a homomorphic image of 
Reiand so the composition series ofMis M = W”M2 WM1..*1 WdtMjM =O. 
If M and N are uniserial R-modules such that ic3 N fl then one of M, 
N is a homomorphic image of the other. 
Since R has an identity it is isomorphic to End,(R) which is isomorphic 
to the ring R’ of all blocked matrices whose entries at the (s, t)th place of the 
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(i, j)th block are elements of Hom,(Rei, , Rejt). Denote Hom,(Re, , Rej) by 
Hij . Then it is clear that R’ is isomorphic to the ring H of all blocked matrices 
whose (i, j)th block is a v(i) x v(j)-matrix over Hi? . This leads to the 
following proposition which is proved in detail in [4] and which is used to 
obtain the matrix representation of R. 
PROPOSITION 2. The ring R is isomorphic to the ring H of all blocked 
matrices whose (i, j)th block is a v(i) x v( j)-matrix over Hii, 0 < i, j ,< w. 
The groups Hij have the following properties. 
(i) There is a partial, associative multiplication on ui,j Hii with the 
property that if+ E Hi9 and # E Hjk then qS# is deJined and is in Hik . 
(ii) Every Hii is a left Artinian local ring and every Hij is a left Artinian 
(Hii , Hii)-bimodule. 
(iii) For all s, t E {O,..., w} there is a sequence s = r(I),..., r(m) = t, 
r(i) E (O,..., w}, such that for each r(i) either HT(i),T(i+l) # 0 or Hr(i+l),,(i) # 0. 
Properties (ii) and (iii) imply that H is an indecomposable Artinian ring. 
We now begin the proof of the main theorem. For each idempotent f E d = 
{ei 1 0 < i < w} define inductively a sequence s( f ) = f0 ,..., fj ,... of elements 
of d by the rule that f0 = f and that, for i > 0, fi+I is the unique element 
of 8 with the property that Wfi is a homomorphic image of Rfi+, . The 
idempotent fi+l is unique in 8, since if Wfd is a homomorphic image of both -- 
Re, and lie, then Wfi ‘v Re, N &, which implies that Re, N Re, and so, 
by the definition of the ei , e, = e, . The sequence s(f) may be finite or 
infinite. It is finite if, and only if, Wfm = 0 for some m. If s(f) is infinite 
then there are integers t 3 0 and n > 0 with the properties that all the 
idempotents f0 ,..., ft are distinct and that ft+i = ft+i if, and only if, i, j are 
nonnegative and congruent modulo n + 1. In this case, it is convenient to 
reindex the sequence s( f ) so that ft becomes f. . Therefore s( f ) is either the 
finite sequence f. ,..,, fm or the infinite sequence fet ,..., f0 ,..., fiL ,..., where, 
for nonnegative i, j, fi = fj if, and only if, i = j mod(n + 1). It follows that 
a nonzero Wsfi is a homomorphic image of Rfi+S but is not an image of any 
other Re, e E 6. 
It is clear that if two sequences s(e,), s(ei) have a common term then they 
have a common subsequence. Consequently the relation, between the 
sequences s(eJ, of having a common term is transitive. Let 9 C d be the set 
of ei for which s(e,) has a term in common with s(e,) and let e E Q and f E 3. 
If eRf # 0, then there is a nonzero homomorphism from Re to Rf and so one 
of the nonzero Wsf is a homomorphic image of Re. Therefore e is a term of 
s( f ), which means that s(e) and s(e,,) have a term in common: hence e E 9. 
If fRe # 0 then a similar argument shows that again e E 9. It follows that if 
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g = Csf then the ideals Rg and R( 1 - g) are two sided since they annihilate 
each other. As A is indecomposable, this means that Rg = R and therefore 
9 = 8. Hence any two sequences S(Q), s(ej) have a common term. Conse- 
quently, either all the sequences (e,) are finite or they are all infinite. 
Assume that all the sequences s(eJ are infinite and let s(f) and I be 
any two. Then s( f ) = fmt ,..., fpl , f. ,..., f,, , f. ,..., f,, ,..., where the termsfi , 
for i < -1, are distinct and the terms f. ,..., fn repeat infinitely as a block 
(in that order); and s( f ‘) = fl, ,..., fo’ ,..., fm’, fo’ ,..., fm’ ,..., where the block 
fo’,...,fm’ repeats and the fi’, for i < -1, are distinct. It can be seen that a 
sequence S(e), which is common to both s(f) and s( f’), contains all the 
terms f. ,..., fn and fo’ ,..., fm’; that therefore n = m; and that f. ,..., fn is the 
sequence fi’, fjL1 ,..., fm’, fo’ ,..., fjyl , for some j E (0 ,..., m}. Consequently, if 
s(e) is a maximal sequence common to both s( f ) and ~(f ‘), then e is one of the 
idempotentsfi , fi’, i < 0. 
To simplify the discussion we make the following definition, which is not 
intended to be appropriate in any wider context. 
DEFINITION. The ring R has the FS (respectively, IS) property if all 
sequences s(ei) are finite (respectively, infinite). 
We partition the index set {O,..., zu> and reindex the idempotents ei , so as 
to take into account how the s(e,) fit together. If A has the IS property then 
the set {O,..., n}, n < w, will be used to index those idempotents which form 
the block of repeating terms in each S(e), the indexing being such that - -- 
Wei E Rei+l , where addition of subscripts is taken modulo n + 1. In fact, 
the set {O,..., n} will be regarded as an additive cyclic group. If R has the FS 
property then the set {O,..., n} will be used to index any maximal sequence S(e), - -- 
the indexing being such that Wei N Rei+l , for 0 < i < n. The set (n + l,..., w} 
is partitioned by defining, recursively, mutually disjoint subsets I(t(l),..., t(s)) -- 
as follows. If t E {O,..., n} then I(t) = (i 1 n + 1 < i < w and Wei N Re,}. 
If the set I(t(l),..., t(s)) has been defined, then for every element p ~I(t(l),..., 
t(s)) there is a, possibly empty, set I(t(l),..., t(s), p) = ci 1 n + 1 <i < w and -__ 
Wei ‘v Re,}. The sets I(t(l),..., t(s)) are not only mutually disjoint but they 
are uniquely determined by the sequences t(l),..., t(s). For if m is an element --- 
of both I(t(l),..., t(S)) and I(P(l),..., P(4)) then, We, N Ret(,) = Re,(,) 
which implies that I(t(l),..., t(s)) = I(P(~),..., ~(4)) and that p(q) = t(s). 
This argument, applied consecutively to t(s) = p(q), t(s - l),..., shows that 
t(s) = p(p), t(s - 1) = ~(4 - l),..., t(1) = p(1) and that s = 4. For 
m EI(t(l),..., t(s)), if the sequence s(e,,) is finite then s(e,) = e, , e,(,) ,..., e,(r) , 
et(,)+, ..., en; and if S(e,) is infinite then s(e,,) = e, , e,(,) ,..., e,(r), et(i)+r ,..., e, , 
e, ,. . ., e, , e, ,.. . . 
It is clear that if Wei is a homomorphic image of Rei then d(ReJ < 
d(Rej) + 1. Consequently, if ei , ej are the pth and 4th terms, respectively, 
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of a sequence s(e) and if q > p, then d(Re,) < d(Rei) + (q - p). By con- 
sidering the minimum values that the numbers (q - p) can have, we deduce 
the following relations between the lengths of the Re, . 
LEMMA 3. If R has the FS property then the following inequalities hold. 
(a) If i,jE{O,..., n} then d(Re,) < d(Re,+j) + j, whenever i + j < n, 
and so d(Re,) < n + 1 - i. 
(b) If i E I(t(s) ,..., t( 1)) and j E {t(s) ,..., n} then 
d(R4 < d(Rw) + k whenever l<R<s 
d((&) < d(Rej) + s +i - t(s) 
and so 
d(Re,) < n + 1 + s - t(s). 
LEMMA 4. If R has the IS property then the following inequalities hold. 
(a) If i, jE{O,..., n} then d(ReJ -j < d(Rei+j) ,< d(ReJ + n + 1 -j 
where addition of subscripts is taken module n + 1. 
(b) If iEI(t(s) ,..., t(1)) and jE{O ,..., n} then 
Wei) < d(Retd + k, wheneaer 1 < k < s 
d(R4 < d(Rej) + s + j - t(s), whenever j > t(s) 
d(&) < d(Rej) + n + 1 + s + t(s) - j, whenever j < t(s) 
The structure of R is determined by using Proposition 2 to represent it as 
a ring of matrices. To do this, we need to know the structure of the groups 
Hi, = Hom,(Rei , Re,) and the multiplication in (Ji,i Hii . The Rei are left 
uniserial modules so each Hii is a left uniserial H,,-module. This is proved 
by showing that for ahy two elements 4, # E Hi3 one of the H,,-submodules 
Hii+, H& is contained in the other. If Re& C Rei$ then there is an x E R 
such that e& = x(ei#) = eixei+. If p E Hii is that endomorphism of Rei 
that is given by e,p = eixe, , then ei(p+) = (e,se&) = e& and so 
p$ = 4. Therefore H& C Hi& Similarly, if Re,$ C Re& then Hii+ _C Hii+. 
Note that this argument shows that Hi84 is the set of homomorphisms from 
Rei to Re,q3 and, therefore, the length of Hij is equal to the number of distinct 
nonzero homomorphic images of Rei which are in Re* . The composition series 
of the left Hi,-module Hij is denoted by Hi, = HFj r> Htj 2 *a. 2 Hf:Eij’ = 0. 
From the construction of the sequences s(e,) it is clear that Hid # 0 only 
if ei is a term of s(eJ. If R has the FS property, then each Re, has at most one 
submodule which is a homomorphic image of Re, and therefore Hij = 0 for 
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all i, j. In this case, ei is a term of s(eJ only if: j < i < n; ij > n + 1 and 
jeI( . . . . i ,... ); orj > n + 1 > i andj EI(K,...), for some K < i. If R has the 
IS property and i, j > 11 + 1 then Hi, # 0 only if j E I( . . . . i ,... ). If i < 11 
then it can be shown, by an example, that all the Hi3 may be nonzero. More- 
over, if i, j, K E (0 ,..., n} then it follows, from Lemma 4 and the fact that 
Wei N & wheneverj = i + t mod(n + l), that 
W,,) - 1 d Whj) d Wi,) + 1, 
W&r) - 1 d 4&) < Wij) + 1, 
W4,) - 1 < 4&c,) < W&j) + 1. 
and (5) 
Still under the assumption that A has the IS property, let u be the maximum 
d(Hii), for i, j ~(0 ,..., n}. As each Hij is a homomorphic image of Hii, 
a = d(H,,) for some k. It follows from (5) that every d(Hik) is either (I - 1 
or a and that, therefore, each d(H,,) iseitheru- loru.Henceifi,j~{O,...,n} 
then d(H,,) E {u - 2, u - 1, u}. Consequently, if i E (0 ,..., n} and j E (n + l,..., w} 
then d(Hij) < u and, in fact, it can be shown by example that d(Hij) can take 
any nonnegative value not greater than u. 
There is a deeper relationship between the rings Hii than merely between 
their lengths. For i, j E (0 ,..., w}, let K = Wtej be that image of Re, in Rej 
which has the greatest length and let G = End,(K). As Re, is &serial the 
function Y, which maps an endomorphism of Re, onto its restriction to K, 
is a ring homomorphism from Hf, to G. If 4 E Hi, has trivial kernel (that is, 
if $ $ Htj) then so has +?P and hence +!P # G1. Therefore Y induces an embed- 
ding of the s-field Rij into the s-field G. 
Assume that i, jtz {O,..., n}. It follows from the periodicity of the com- 
position series of Rej that 1 < t < n. If+ E Hc\Hi+’ then Reid has d(Hjj) - p 
distinct endomorphic images of Rej . Between any two consecutive endo- 
morphic images of Rej there is an endomorphic image of K, consequently 
K+ = K(+Y) has d(Hij) - p = d(G) - p distinct homomorphic images of K 
and, therefore, +Y E Gp\Gp+l. Hence 4 E ker Y if, and only if, GP = 0. As 
d(G) = d(H,,) E {d(Hjj) - 1, d(Hjj)} either Y is a monomorphism (when 
d(Hi,) = d(H,,)) or ker Y is the socle of Hjj (when d(Hi,) = d(Hjj) - 1). 
Therefore Y induces an embedding of Gj = Hjj/Hz’) into G. Because K is a 
homomorphic image of Re, its ring of endomorphisms G is a factor ring of 
Hii: hence G F G, = H,JHii d(G). Consequently, Y induces an embedding @ 
of Gj into Gi with the property that L is a left ideal of Gj if, and only if, 
LCD = Gj@ n L’ for a left idealL’ of Gi . 
Consider the case when Hjj is a (right as well as a left) uniserial ring and 
has a proper ideal. Let J be the largest homomorphic image in K of Rej . 
If n: Rej -+ J is the canonic projection and 4 EF = End(J), then rr+ E Hfj . 
As HiJ is a cylic right Hjj-module, for every pair of elements 4, # E F there 
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is a /3 E Hji such that ~4 = r&3 and so 4 = I#?. The action of J3 on J is merely 
that of /3 lJ : therefore F is a cyclic right module over its subring of restrictions 
to J of endomorphisms of Rei . Hence every element of F is such a restriction, 
that is, every endomorphism of Jean be extended to an endomorphism of Rei . 
Consequently, the ring homomorphism, from G to F, which maps an endo- 
morphism of K onto its restriction to J is an epimorphism. As d(F) = 
d(Hij) - 1 and d(G) E {d(Hjj) - 1, d(Hjj)} it follows that either F N G or 
F N G/S(G). In terms of Hii and Hji this means that Gj ‘v Gi, when 
d(Hii) = d(Hjj) - 1, and G,/S(G,) N G,/S(G,), when d(Hij) = d(H,j). If, 
moreover, G is uniserial then, from a similar argument it follows that, every 
endomorphism of every endomorphic image K’ of K is the restriction to K’ 
of an element of G. Therefore every endomorphism of K’ can be extended 
to an endomorphism of J and hence to an endomorphism of Rej . Hence the 
ring homomorphism Y is an epimorphism: so Gj ‘v Gi . 
-. 
The number of composition factors of Ize, which are isomorphic to Re, 1s 
equal to d(Hij), therefore d(Rej) = cb, d(Hij). Applying this formula to 
Lemmas 3 and 4 we obtain the following relations. 
LEMMA 6. Ij R has the FS property then the following inequalities hold. 
(a) If i,j E {O,..., n} then 
f d(Hki) < j - i + f d(Hki) if j > i 
k=i k-j 
and so 
i d(Hki) < n + 1 - i. 
k=i 
(b) Ifj~(0 ,..., n}, iEI(t(1) ,..., t(s)) andj 3 t(l) then 
g2 Wtw) + i W,i) 
k=t(l) 
G s -P + i Wh.td + i W&m) when 2<p<s 
k=2 k=tW 
G s - j + t(l) + ~g4Hkj). and so 
,( n + 1 + s - t(1). 
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LEMMA 7. If R has the IS property then the following inequalities hold. 
(a) If i,j E {O,..., n> then 
k=O k=O k=O 
where the subscript i + j is taken modulo (n + 1). 
(b) If iGI(t(1) ,..., t(s)) andjE{O ,..., n} then 
g2 d(Ht(k)A) + f d(ffki) 
k=O 
d s - P + f d(%c).td + 5 d(Hk,t(,,) when 2<p<s 
k=2 k=O 
< s + j - t(l) i- i d(&h 
k=O 
when j > t(l), 
bn+l +s+t(l)-i+ fd(H,d, 
k=O 
when j < t(1). 
We investigate the product HtjHjk when Hi, , Hjk and Hik are all nonzero- 
the other cases are trivial. First consider the case when i, j, k E (O,..., n}. 
In this case let r, s and t be the smallest integers such that Wrei N K, 
Wsek N K and Wte, N i& , respectively. It follows from previous dis- 
cussion that 0 < r, s, t < n. If + E He and 1,4 E Hjg, then, form the periodicity 
of the composition series of Rej and Rek , it follows that ei$ E wbej , where 
b = r + p(n + l), and e& E Wee,, where c = t + q(n + 1): therefore 
e& E W*ek , where m = r f t + (p + q)(n + 1). As 49 E Hik this means 
thateitherr+t=sorr+t=s+n+l.Soifs>tthenr+t=sand 
ifs < tthenr+t =s+n+ l.Hence$#~H~~~,ifs> t,and#EH$+q+l, 
ifs < t. Consequently, if i, j, k E (0 ,..., n}, then 
k,(j<i, 
HTk,+P if j < i < k, 
H;Hyk = 
i<k<j, 
j<k<i, 
H,“,+q+l if k < i < j, 
i<j<k. 
(8) 
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This can be stated more simply as follows: if k, s, t E {O,..., n} and i = k + s 
mod(n + 1) and j = K + t mod(n + 1) then 
WP% = I 
H?+‘J 
f$,+l 
if sat 
if s < t. (84 
Now consider the case when i, j E (0 ,..., n} and K E (n + l,..., w>. Then 
k EI(Z ,... ), for some I E (0 ,..., n}, and, by examining the sequence s(ek), it can 
easily be seen that Hi4, = Hy’,H,, for every 4 > 0. Applying equations (8) to 
this formula, we get 
I 
l<j<i, 
Hz* if j < i < 1, 
H,zH$ = 
i<l\<j, 
j-Cl<& 
(9) 
H;p+l if 1 < i < j, 
i<j<l. 
Or more concisely, if i = I + s mod(n + 1) and j = 1 + t mod(n + 1) 
where s, t E {O,..., a} then 
fW% = I Hi; if s > t, H;t?&+C,+l if s<t. 
Finally consider the case when both j, K E {n + l,..., w}. In this case 
H,ic = 0, so an argument, similar to that used above, shows that H$Hj, = 
H& . 
Substituting into Proposition 2 the results of the preceding discussion 
shows that R is isomorphic to a matrix ring H as described by the following 
theorem, which is the main result of the paper. 
THEOREM 10. Let R be an indecomposable ft generalized uniserial ring. 
Then there are nonnegative integers w and n < w; positive integers v(O),..., v(w) 
and 0; a partition 
(I(i(1) ,..., i(t)) ( 0 < i(l) < n, i(p) EI(i(1) ,..., i(p - 1)) forp > 2) 
of @ + I,..., w}; and additive abeliangroups Hij , 0 < i, j < W, such that R is 
isomorphic to the ring H of all blocked matrices whose (i, j)th block is an arbitrary 
v(i) x v( j)-matrix over the group Hij . The gmu$s Hij have the fohwing 
properties. 
(i) There is a partial, associative, multiplicative structure on ui,j Hi3 
such thatzjr$EHi3and#EH,I,, then the product +# is defined and is in H,, . 
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(ii) Each Hii is a left uniserial ring and each Hij is a left uniserial 
(Hii , Hji)-bimodule. 
(iii) If iE(n + I,..., w> then Hij # 0 onIy zyj~I( . . . . i ,... ). 
If iE{l,..., n} and j = i - 1 then Hi, # 0. 
If j E I(..., i) then Hij # 0. 
(iv) If Ho, = 0 then 
(a) HOi = 0 for each j # 0, and 
(b) if i E {l,..., n} then Hij # 0 only ifj < i o~j ~l(k,...), for some 
k < i. 
(v) If Ho,, = 0 then Hfj = 0 for all i, j. 
(vi) If Ho, # 0 then the following conditions hold. 
(a) Hi”j = 0 for all i, j. 
(b) If iE{n + l,..., w} then H,f, = 0 for every j. 
(c) If i, j, k ~(0 ,..., n} then d(Hii) ~(a - 1, u}, d(HJ E {u - 2, 
fJ- 1,4, 
d(&) - 1 f d(H,,) < Wij) + 1, 
d(H,J - 1 < d(H,,) < d(H,J + 1, and 
d(HSj) - 1 < d(H,,) < d(Hij) + 1. 
(vii) If j, k E {O,..., n} then 
f 4W - k < i d(Hc,j+k) f n + 1 - k + i d(H,J 
i=O 150 i=o 
where the subscript j + k is taken module (n + 1). If j ~l(t(l),..., t(s)) and 
k E{O,..., n} then 
< s + k - t(l) + 2 d(Hi,), 
i-o 
if k >, t(1) 
< n + 1 + s + t(l) - k + f d(&), if k < t(1) 
i=o 
&/3X/I-12 
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i d(Ht(i),j) + i d(H,,) < n + 1 + s - t(l), when j~I(t(l),..., t(s)). 
i=t(l) i=2 
04 (a) If i,j,kE(O ,..., n} then 
k<j<i 
HTZQ when j,Ci,Ck 
H;.H;k = i 
i<k<j 
I 
j<k<i 
H?+O+’ 
zk when k<i<j 
i<j<k 
(b) If i, j E {O,..., n} and k EI(Z,...) then 
I 
j<i<l 
H*\,+Q when l<j<i 
H;Hjq, = 
i<l<j 
j<l<i 
H?+P+l 
tk when l<i<j 
i<j<l 
64 
(xi) 
(c) Ifj,kE{n+I ,..., w>thenH;Hfk=Hz. 
If Hii # 0 then if,, C JZii . 
IfHom # Oandi, jE{O,..., n> then Gj = Hjj/H~~Hu~ C Hii/Hidi(Hig) = 
Gi and every left ideal of Gf is the intersection of Gj with a left ideal of Gi . 
If moreover Hjj is a uniserial ring then Gj = Gi, when d(Hij) = d(Hjj) - 1, 
and Gj/S(Gj) = G,/S(GJ, when d(Hij) = d(Hjj). If Gi is also a uniserial ring 
then Gj = Gi . 
(viii) If HO, = 0 then 
i d(Hij) < k + f d(Hi,j+k) d n + 1 - j, 
isj i=i+k 
and 
when j + k < 72 
Conversely, if a matrix ring H has all the above properties, then it is an 
indecomposable left generalized uniserial ring. 
Proof. It has already been shown that R is isomorphic to the matrix ring H, 
so it remains only to show that the above description of H guarantees that H 
is an indecomposable left generalized uniserial ring. Denote by [ 4 1:: that 
element of H whose only nonzero entry is the element 4 E H,, at the place 
(j, 1) in the (i, k)th block, let 1 Hjk 1 = {I 4 1: 14 E Hik) and, for simplicity, 
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let ei = 1 1 1:: . As H = & H ( 1 1:; , to show that H is a left generalized 
uniserial ring it is sufficient to show that each H 1 1 1:: is a uniserial ideal. 
For each j, H ( 1 1:: N Hei: therefore it need only be shown that each He, is 
a uniserial ideal. To do this, it is sufficient to show that for any two elements x, 
y E Hei one of the ideals Hx, Hy is contained in the other. 
Let 2 E (O,..., n} and consider the nonzero ideal Hx C He, , where x = 14 I$ 
and + E Hyt\Hj”ttl. Condition (iii) implies that 0 < j < n and therefore 
j = I + t mod(n + l), for some t~(0,..., n}. As H = C ] Hi, 1:: and 
) Hi, 1:: . ) 4 1:; = 0, if (p, 4) # (j, K), it follows that Hx = 2 1 Hij 1:; . x. 
By condition (iii), Hii # 0 only if 0 < i < n: therefore Hx = &((<n / Hij 1% . x 
which can be expressed as Hx = C,,sSgn 1 Hl+,,$ I’;“,,,, . x, where the subscript 
I+ s is taken modulo (n + 1). Applying condition (ix) to this equation shows 
that 
Hx = c I H;+s,, I,“:,.m + c I H%.z l;:s.m - 
n>s>t o<s<t 
If Y = I It I”,‘, 4 E HB,,\Hy, . 1s a nonzero element of He, , then a completely 
analogous argument proves that 
where p E 1 + t’ mod(n + 1) and 0 < t’ < n. If cz < /3 then clearly 
Hy c Hx. If 01 = fi and t < t’, then Hy C Hx. Consequently, one of the 
ideals Hx, Hy is contained in the other. Now let z be any nonzero element 
of He, , then x = C zii , where zii = 1 1 1:: z, and so Hz = C H.Q. By 
condition (iii), xij = 0 if i > n + 1: therefore Hz = Coti<,, Hzsj . By the 
above result, all the HZij , 0 < i < n, are linearly ordered by inclusion, hence 
Hz is one of the ideals Hz, . It follows that for any two elements z, z’ E He, 
one of the ideals Hz, Hz’ is contained in the other. Therefore He, is a uniserial 
ideal. 
By a completely analogous argument, it can be shown that if i E (n + l,..., w>, 
then Hei is a uniserial ideal. Therefore H is a left generalized uniserial ring. 
It follows from condition (iii) that for any m E {O,..., zu} there is a sequence 
n = y(l),..., r(t) = m of elements of {O,..., w} with the property that each 
H,.(i),,(i+l) is nonzero. Therefore H is indecomposable. 
As an immediate application of this theorem we determine the structure of 
generalized uniserial rings. Assume that the ring R is a (right as well as a left) 
generalized uniserial ring, then it follows that n = w. For ifj # K and both 
Wej and We, are homomorphic images of Re, , then eiWej g eiW2ej and 
e, We, $ ei W2e, , which implies that eiWjeiW2 contains homomorphic 
images of the nonisomorphic right ideals ejR and e,R: a contradiction to the 
assumption that eiR is a uniserial right ideal. By writing homomorphisms 
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between right ideals on the left, it follows from an argument, analogous to 
that used in the proof of the above theorem, that Hii = Hom,(e& e,R) is 
a uniserial right, as well as a uniserial left, (Hii, Hjj)-bimodule. Since 
every left H,,-submodule of Hi, is a right Hji-submodule of Hii and 
conversely, the left and right submodules of Hii coincide. Therefore the same 
symbol Hg can be used to denote the pth largest left and right submodule 
HiH,, = HijHl of Hi9 and the same symbol d(Hz) can denote both the 
left and right lengths of Hz . Combining these facts and notations with the 
above theorem and its right hand analogue produces the following character- 
ization of generalized uniserial rings. 
THEOREM 11. Let R be an indecomposable g neralized uniserial ring. Then 
there is a nonnegative integer n, positive integers v(O),. . , v(n) and u, and additive 
abelian groups Hij , 0 < i, j < n, such that R is isomorphic to the ring H of all 
blocked matrices whose (i, j)th block is an arbitrary v(i) x v( j)-matrix over 
the group Hij . The groups Hii have the following properties. 
(i) There is a partial, associative, multiplicative structure on ui,j Hi, 
with the property that afq5 E Hij and # E HilC , then the product +,b is defned and 
is in Hi, . 
(ii) Each Hii is a uniserial ring and each Hii is a left u&serial and a right 
uniserial (Hii , Hjj)-bimodule. 
(iii) If1 <i<nandj=i-lthenHii#O. 
(iv) If Ho, = 0 then Hij = 0, whenever i < j. 
(v) If H,,n = 0 then every d(Hii) E (0, l}. 
(vi) IfHon # 0 theneeteryd(H,J ~{a- 1, u}, e~~eryd(Hti) E(U-2, U- 1, u}, 
andfor all i, j, k, 
d(Hij) - 1 < d(Hkj) < d(Hij) + 1, 
d(Hij) - 1 < d(&k) < d(Hij) + 1, and 
d(Hij) - 1 < d(Hjb) < d(Hii) + 1. 
(vii) For all j, k, 
i d(Hij) - k < i d(Hi,j+k) < n + 1 - k + i d(H,) 
i=O i=O i=O 
where the subscript j + k is taken modulo (n + 1). 
(viii) If Han = 0 and j + k < n then 
‘$ d(Hdj) G k + i d(&+k) < n + 1 -j* 
i-&k 
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(ix) Ifi,j, kE{O )...) n} tha 
i 
k<j<i, 
H”+” 
ik when j<i<k, 
H;Hiq, = 
i<k<j, 
i 
j<kdi, 
HTk*+l when k<i<j, 
\ i<j<k. 
(x) Rii = f7,,for all i, j. 
(xi) If Ho, # 0 then HiJH,d:H*f’ = Hjj/H3ej(Hi~‘, for all i, j. 
Conversely, the above matrix ring H is an indecomposable generalized uniserial 
ring. 
As further clarification of the relationship between left generalized uniserial 
rings and generalized uniserial rings, note that the ring R of Theorem 10 is 
a generalized uniserial ring if n = w # 0 and each Hij is a uniserial right 
Hjj-module. For if n = w # 0 then, for any t >, 0, at most one nonzero 
Wtei is a homomorphic image of Re, , that is, at most one eiWtej is not 
contained in e,Wt+l. But this means that each eiWt/eiWt+l is either zero 
or a simple right R-module. Therefore e,R is a uniserial right ideal, and 
so R is a generalized uniserial ring. In view of Theorem 11 this means 
that R is a generalized uniserial ring with more than one idempotent if, and 
only if, n = w # 0. 
The preceding two theorems would completely determine the structure 
of (left) generalized uniserial rings if the structure of (left) uniserial rings 
were known. Unfortunately the structure of these rings is not known. In 
general, the structure of a (left) uniserial ring is inextricably connected with 
that of its factor s-field (the ring modulo its radical), which is an indication 
of the difficulty of characterising these rings. However, if a left uniserial ring 
is cleft, that is, if it is a (group) direct sum of its radical and a subring (neces- 
sarily a s-field), then it is easy to reduce the structure of the ring to that of 
its factor s-field. 
DEFINITION. For a s-field D, a ring homomorphism 4: D ---f D and a left 
vector space V = Dx, @ ... @ Dx, , disjoint from D, let A(D, V, 4) be the 
ring on D @ V whose multiplication is given by dIx,dZxt = dI(d2@)x,+, , 
where x,, is the identity of D, 9” is the identity map on D and x, = 0 for T > m. 
THEOREM 12. Every A(D, V, +) is a cleft, left u&serial ring and every cleft, 
left &serial ring is isomorphic to an A(D, V, 4). An A(D, V, $) is uniserial if, 
and only if, 4 is an epimorphism. 
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Proof. It is clear that A(D, V, 4) is a cleft, left uniserial ring and that it is 
also a right uniserial ring if 4 is an epimorphism. 
Therefore it is necessary to prove only the converse. Let R be a cleft left 
uniserial ring, then R = D @a W where D is a s-field and W is the radical 
of R. If x E W\ W2 then xt E Wt\ Wt+l and, since D E R/W, it follows that each 
Wt = Dxt @ ... @ Dxn, where x” # 0 but xn+l = 0. It is clear that the map 
+: D + D, given by xd = (d$)x, is a ring homomorphism and that xSd = 
(d@) XS, for any xS, where x0 is the identity of D and 4” is the identity map on 
D. Therefore the multiplication in R is given by d1xsd2xt = dX(d2qGs) x~+~. 
If R is right uniserial then Dx = xD, since W/W2 is a simple right module, 
and so q5 is an epimorphism. 
The converse to Nakayama’s result that left and right modules over 
generalized uniserial rings are direct sums of uniserial submodules is true 
under weaker assumptions. Let the ring R of Theorem 10 have the property 
that all of its left modules which are generated by at most two elements are 
direct sums of uniserial submodules and let A4 be a uniserial left R-module 
whose length is maximal. If M is not injective, then in any injective hull 
II(M) of M there is an element x with the properties that x 6 M and M $ Rx. 
Therefore Rx + M is a direct sum of at least two uniserial submodules and 
so its socle is not simple: a contradiction, since H(M) is indecomposable and, 
therefore, has simple socle. Therefore M is injective. It follows that every 
uniserial R/ W2-module with length equal to two is injective. -- 
If R has more than one idempotent and We, N Wej then, by the above 
result, ReJ W2ei and Rej/ W2ei are isomorphic R/ W2-modules. It follows that 
G --us Rej and so n = w. Moreover, since ReJW2ei is injective, Wei is a 
cyclic right eiRe, -module. Hence the remark following Theorem 11 implies 
that R is a generalized uniserial ring. If R is left uniserial, then it is left 
injective since it has maximal length as a uniserial left module. Consequently, 
every endomorphism of each Wt can be extended to an endomorphism of R 
and, therefore, each Wt is a cyclic right ideal. Hence R is a uniserial ring. 
Combined with the above result of Nakayama, this proves the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 13. If the two generator left modules of a ring R are direct sums 
of uniserial submodules, then R is a generalized uniserial ring and so every left, 
and eerery right, R-module is a direct sum of uniserial submodules. 
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